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Abstract
Titanium alloys have been extensively used in the aerospace industry because of their outstanding properties, such as high strengthto-weight ratios, high corrosion resistances, and high melting points. However, it is hypothesized that the performance of titanium
alloys can be further enhanced to be more resistant to hypervelocity impact by coating them. Earlier experimental investigations
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Nomenclature
a
A, B, C, n, m
C
E
Ei
ETAN
h
P
PSFAIL
r
S1, S2, S3
SIGY
T∗
T�
T�
γ�
ε�
ε� ∗

ρ
σ�

First order volume correction factor to 𝛾𝛾�
Material constants in Johnson-Cook material model
Hugoniot intercept of the metal
Young’s modulus
Absolute internal energy
Tangent modulus
Crater depth
Pressure
Failure strain
Crater radius
Coefficient of slope of shock, and the particle velocity curve
Yield strength
Homologous temperature
Melting temperature
Room temperature
Grüneisen coefficient
Effective plastic strain
Effective total strain-rate normalized by the quasi-static strain rate
Poisson’s ratio
Density
Flow stress

1. Introduction
Titanium alloys are commonly used in aerospace applications due to their outstanding mechanical properties, such
as high strength-to-weight ratios, desirable corrosion resistance, and superior strength at room and elevated
temperatures [1-2]. Collisions of micrometeoroids and orbital debris traveling with velocities around 10 km/s are
potential risks to the stability and integrity of the spacecrafts [3-6]. Ongoing attempts are being made to enhance the
performance of structural components, including titanium alloys, subjected to hypervelocity impacts. The following
is a brief survey of these efforts. Some researchers have studied the Whipple shields with different composite materials
for protection against the hypervelocity impacts. For instance, Ren et al. [7] compared the hypervelocity impactinduced characteristics of Whipple shields with PTFE/Al, PTFE/Ti and Al2024 composites. The experimental results
showed that the protective capability of PTFE/Al and PTFE/Ti reactive materials was better than that of Al2024, and
the protective capability of PTFE/Al reactive material was better than that of PTFE/Ti. Zhang et al. [8] presented a
meteoroid/debris shielding structure for spacecraft, using a bumper made of Ti-Al-nylon impedance-graded materials
and an aluminum Whipple shield. They found that shielding capability of the Ti-Al-nylon was greater than that of an
aluminum Whipple shield. Cherniaev et al. [9] evaluated the potential of coating aluminum substrates with ultrathin
silicon carbide as substitutes for aluminum bumpers in orbital debris shielding. Hydrocode simulations were used to
investigate the shielding capabilities of the proposed composite with two aluminum bumpers. The proposed laminated
bumpers provided better hypervelocity projectile fragmentation. Gregori et al. [10] developed analytical and numerical
models to simulate the perforation of pure alumina single tiles and multilayer Al2O3-Kevlar 29/epoxy composite
targets by small-caliber projectiles. Cha et al. [11] proposed a Whipple shield design comprising of ultra-highmolecular-weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) to improve the space debris impact shielding efficiency over
conventional Whipple shields. The ballistic performance of UHMWPE was better than Kevlar. However, ballistic
performance of UHMWPE was degraded at temperatures usually encountered in space.
Nanocomposite particles have been increasingly used to enhance the performance of structural alloys in different
applications [12-14]. For example, dispersion of reinforced Nano-ceramic particles into Ti-matrix in the form of Tibased metal matrix nanocomposites (MMNCs) can improve the strength, high temperature stability, wear and fatigue
resistance, combined with maintaining desirable ductility and toughness of the interior bulk material [15-17]. Some
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researchers have focused on the effect of coating on the improvement of hypervelocity impact resistance. Xue et al.
[18] designed SiC coated C/C (SiC-C/C) composites to evaluate the effects of hypervelocity impact on ablation
behavior of coated carbon/carbon (C/C) composites. Mass ablation rates of SiC-C/C composites were lower than those
of C/C composites under the same test condition. However, linear ablation rates of SiC-C/C composites were higher
than those of C/C composites after the same impact tests. Li et al. [19] observed that the diameter of the penetration
hole in carbon fiber reinforced SiC-matrix composites increased with increasing the impact velocity. In addition, low
temperature induced smooth fracture, and decreased the diameters of damage zone, fragments and penetration hole.
Kumar et al. [20] found Polybenzimidazole (PBI)-coated composites effective in increasing the energy absorption and
reducing the mass loss and surface erosion under hypervelocity impact experiments. Nam et al. [21] proposed a silvercoated aramid/epoxy hypervelocity impact shielding system containing electromagnetic wave absorption capability
and impact shielding system. The impact shielding performance was evaluated by hypervelocity impact experiments
ranging between 2.7 and 3.2 km/s. The proposed system was promising for military satellite systems.
Among various surface modification techniques, selective laser melting (SLM) has a promising potential. During
SLM processing of MMNCs, micro-scale powder of a metal is mixed with a Nano-scale particle and spread on a
substrate plate. A high-energy laser beam is then applied to melt the powder layer. By repeating the powder deposition
and laser melting processes, multilayer structure can be achieved. In a previous study, a Ti-6Al-4V substrate was
coated with a 200-micron thickness Ti/SiC MMNC using SLM technique. The coating showed promising surface
hardness, coefficient of friction, and wear rate [22-23]. Additional information about the specimen preparation can be
found in [22].
Lagrangian Finite Element approaches have been used extensively in low-velocity impact simulations [24-25].
However, localized large deformations and material erosion associated with hypervelocity makes these approaches
unsuitable. Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH), which is a meshless approach, has shown high accuracy in
modeling the hypervelocity impact events. In this approach, the bodies are discretized with particles with spatial
distances. These particles interact through a kernel function with characteristic radius known as the "smoothing length.
The quantity of any particle is obtained by summing the relevant properties of all the particles lying within the range
of the kernel. In SPH formulation, the particles of the neighboring parts should have the same masses. Hence, careful
evaluation should be used to ensure that the masses of particles on interacting parts are almost the same. The following
is a brief overview of research in modeling the hypervelocity impacts using SPH approach. Livingstone et al. [26]
developed a SPH numerical model to predict the fragmentation of metallic projectiles at impact velocities of 3.6 km/s
and 4.5 km/s. O’Toole et al. [27] compared the Lagrangian-based SPH and the Eulerian-based CTH techniques in
simulating impact experiments in the range of a few km/s. Both simulation techniques showed reasonable agreement
of the physical measurements of impact cratering and bulge within ±8% error. Roy et al. [28] simulated hypervelocity
impacts ranging from 5.1 to 5.4 km/s using SPH technique and Eulerian-based hydrocode. Both approaches were able
to capture the physical measurements of impact cratering and the velocity profiles of the photonic Doppler velocimetry
(PDV) experiments accurately. Wen et al. [29] utilized a 2D axisymmetric SPH model to estimate the geometric
features of the wave front as a function of time and impact velocity in the hypervelocity impacts of thin flat targets.
Scazzosi et al. [30] developed a numerical model combining Finite Element and SPH approaches to deal with crack
formation and fracturing in the simulation of high-velocity impacts on ceramics.
In earlier study [31], a two-stage light gas gun was used for conducting the hypervelocity experiments. The Ti/SiC
MMNC coating improved the hypervelocity impact resistance of the Ti-6Al-4V substrate ranging from 3.7 to 5.4
km/s. In this study, hypervelocity damage in the coated Ti-6Al-4V substrate is evaluated using an axisymmetric SPH
model developed in LS-DYNA explicit solver. Ti-6Al-4V substrate and the Lexan projectile were modeled using
Johnson-Cook material models. Bilinear elastic plastic material model with failure strain was used for modeling the
MMNC coating. As experimental stress-strain data for the coated Ti/SiC MMNC were unavailable, the accuracy of
SPH modeling of the MMNC, developed in [31], needed to be improved.
In this work, a series of single-parameter sensitivity analysis was performed to understand the sensitivity of crater
volume measurement with respect to the MMNC input material model parameters. The MMNC coating material
model variables were modulus of elasticity, Poisson’s ratio, yield strength, tangent modulus, and the failure strain.
These variables were varied with respect to their corresponding values for a Ti/SiC MMNC with 35% SiC by volume
[32]. The analyses were performed based on the comparison with experimental crater volume at different range of
velocities. The outline of the paper is as follows: the numerical model details are given in Section 2. Section 3 presents
the results and discussion, and the conclusion is provided in Section 4.
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2. Numerical Model
To evaluate hypervelocity damage in a Ti-6Al-4V substrate coated with Ti/SiC MMNC, a computational model
was developed within LS-DYNA R 11.0 explicit code [33]. A 2D axisymmetric SPH computational model was
developed for this study since it has already demonstrated high accuracy, along with computational cost benefits. The
simulations were performed using MPP version with 8 processors.
The Ti-6Al-4V substrate used in the experiments had dimensions of 76.2mm x 68.58mm x 12.7mm, while a 200micron thickness Ti/SiC MMNC coating was applied on a square region with an approximate area of 1600 mm2. As
observed in the earlier experimental studies [34], [28], the damage was localized, with no penetration of the plate. The
most important part of the impact event happens in the first 10 microseconds of the impact. Additionally, the shock
front does not reach the boundaries of the target plates during this time. Therefore, no boundary conditions were added
to the model. An area with radius of 45 mm was used to model the experiment. The full thickness of the substrate was
maintained in the model. Hence, the SPH models had the following dimensions: Ti-6Al-4V substrate was 45.0mm x
12.5mm, MMNC coating was 20.0mm x 0.2mm, and projectile was 2.75mm x 8.6mm, as shown in Figure 1. After
comparing the crater size for models with different number of particles, the model with the closest results to
experimental results at the highest hypervelocity testing was selected for the remainder of this research. Number of
particles in each part is listed at Table 1. For initial conditions, equal initial velocities were assigned to each particle
on the projectile particles. The lowest projectile particles were initially 0.4 mm away from the top MMNC coating
particles. To dampen the numerical noise associated with the shock, an artificial bulk viscosity was applied using a
linear viscosity coefficient of 1.0 and a quadratic viscosity coefficient of 1.5 [28], [35]. The SPH model is shown in
Figure 1.
Table 1. Characteristics of SPH model

Part
Number of
Particles

Ti-6Al-4V
Substrate

Projectile

MMNC
Coating

475 x 112

13 x 40

208 x 2

2.1. Equation of State (EOS)
The general thermodynamic relation accounting for the behavior of materials under shock conditions can be
represented using the EOS, which incorporates pressure, temperature, internal energy, and density changes in front of
the shock wave. Among the different forms of EOSs, the Grüneisen model was applied for describing the dynamic
behavior of the Lexan projectile and the Ti-6Al-4V substrate. In the Grüneisen EOS model, the pressure formulation
is expressed as [36]:
��

�
�
�� � � ������� � ��� �� �

������ �������
�

�
�
��
��
���
��
���
������

� �𝛾𝛾� � ���𝐸𝐸�

(1)

where � � � � � � . EOS model parameters for the Lexan projectile and the Ti-6Al-4V substrate are summarized
�
in Table 2.

�
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Figure 1. Axisymmetric model of the coated Ti-6Al-4V substrate (45.0mm x 12.5mm), MMNC coating (20.0mm x 0.2mm), and
projectile (2.75mm x 8.6mm) (a) Overall model and (b) Zoomed view

Table 2. Gruneisen EOS parameters for Lexan, and Ti-6Al-4V alloy

Lexan [29]

𝒌𝒌𝒌𝒌
��� 𝟑𝟑 �
𝒎𝒎
1190

𝒎𝒎
�� �
𝒔𝒔
1933

𝑺𝑺𝟏𝟏

1.42

0.61

Ti-6Al-4V [37]

4428

5130

1.028

1.23

Material

𝜸𝜸𝟎𝟎

2.2. Material Models
2.2.1. Johnson-Cook Material Model
The Johnson-Cook material model is typically used for problems where the strain rates vary over a large range.
This material model accounts for adiabatic temperature increases caused by energy release during impact, which is
observed in the form of material softening. The flow stress of this material model is expressed as [38]:
(2)

𝜎𝜎� � �� � ��� � �� ��� � ������ ∗ ���� � �𝑇𝑇 ∗ �� �

where 𝑇𝑇 ∗ is defined as:
𝑇𝑇 ∗ �

����

(3)

�� ���

The Johnson-Cook material model parameters for the Lexan and Ti-6Al-4V alloy are given in Table 3.
Table 3. Johnson-Cook material model parameters for Lexan, and Ti-6Al-4V alloy
Property
Lexan Projectile
[39]
Ti-6Al-4V
Substrate [37]

ρ�

𝒌𝒌𝒌𝒌

E����



A����

B����

C

n

m

1190

2.54E9

0.34

7.54E7

6.89E7

0

1.00399

1.85

4428

109.8E9

0.311

1.098E9

1.092E9

0.014

0.93

1.1

𝒎𝒎𝟑𝟑

�
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2.2.2. Bilinear Elastic Plastic Material Model for MMNC Coating
Bilinear elastic plastic material model with failure strain was used for modeling the coating, which has a mixture
of 5% SiC and 95% Ti by weight. This mixture is equivalent to 6.88% SiC and 93.12% Ti by volume. The density of
the coating was calculated to be 4356 kg/m3. Any accurate simulation study depends on the availability of material
models. Since the actual coating material was not yet precisely calibrated, it was important to develop a model based
on the closest available material where its characteristics are known: MMNC with 35% SiC and 65% Ti by volume,
[32]. Based on the shape of the stress-strain curves of this composite under different strain rates, it was proposed to
use a bilinear elastic plastic model with a failure strain for capturing the failure response of the coating. The baseline
model parameters were obtained by applying linear regression fitting to the stress-strain curve at 𝜀𝜀� � ����� �� . These
material model parameters are summarized in Table 4.
Table 4. Bilinear elastic plastic material model parameters for 35% SiC and 65% Ti MMNC coating
ρ�

Property
MMNC Coating [32]

𝒌𝒌𝒌𝒌

𝒎𝒎𝟑𝟑

�

4356

E�����



266

0.31

SIGY
�����
1256

ETAN
�����
138.9

PSFAIL
0.0059

2.3. Sensitivity Analysis Methodology
In this study, single-parameter sensitivity analysis was conducted on the bilinear elastic plastic material model
parameters: modulus of elasticity, Poisson’s ratio, yield strength, tangent modulus, and failure strain. The results of
the sensitivity analysis were compared based on the closeness of the SPH crater volume to the crater volume in the
experimental data. Crater diameter and depth were combined to calculate the crater volume, V. The crater volume was
estimated using Eq. (4).
�

� � ���� � � �� �
�

(4)

These input variables were varied by ±5%, and ±10% of the respective base values of Table 4. In total, 25 parameter
combinations were simulated with the impact velocity of 4.448 km/s. Figure 2 shows the variables used to calculate
the crater volume: the radius and depth, r and h respectively. A typical transition region was seen at the surface level
of the coating, around the crater, which was distinguished by separation of particles. The radius was measured from
the particles at the transitional region, denoted by r in Figure 2. The depth of the crater was measured as the vertical
distance from the particles explained earlier to the uppermost particles at the center of symmetry, denoted by h in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Analysis of numerical crater by measuring the radius (r) and height of the crater (h)
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3. Discussion

6

6

4

4

Error [%]

Error [%]

The initial model developed in the [31] showed a reasonable agreement with the corresponding experiment. For
example, for an impact velocity of 4.448 km/s, this model predicted a crater diameter of 17 mm and a crater depth of
4.3 mm with the error in the crater volume equal to +7.4%. Although this error was fairly low, a sensitivity analysis
was designed to evaluate the effect of each parameter of the MMNC bilinear elastic plastic material model on
improving the accuracy of the simulation. All these parameters were varied by -10%, -5%, 5%, and 10% respectively.
The sensitivity analysis evaluates the effect of varying the elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio, yield stress, tangent
modulus, and failure strain on the error of crater diameter and depth, as well as the crater volume.
The results of the sensitivity analysis are reported in Figures 3 through 7, respectively. Both the diameter and depth
increase with the value of the elastic modulus. The results show the lowest errors of both the crater diameter and depth,
occurring at -10% variation for all parameters except for the failure strain, where the behavior reversed.

2
0

-2
-10

Crater Diameter
Crater Depth

-5

0

E variation [%]

5

0

4

4

Error [%]

6

2

-2
-10

Crater Diameter
Crater Depth

-5

0

SIGY variation [%]

5

-5

0

PR variation [%]

0

Crater Diameter
Crater Depth

-5

0

Error [%]

5

ETAN variation [%]

10

Figure 6. Tangent modulus sensitivity analysis (V = 4.448 km/s)

6
4
2
0

Crater Diameter
Crater Depth

-5

10

2

-2
-10

10

Figure 5. Yield stress sensitivity analysis (V = 4.448 km/s)

-2
-10

5

Figure 4. Poisson’s ratio sensitivity analysis (V = 4.448 km/s)

6

0

Crater Diameter
Crater Depth

-2
-10

10

Figure 3. Elastic modulus sensitivity analysis (V = 4.448 km/s)

Error [%]

2

0

FS variation [%]

5

10

Figure 7. Failure strain sensitivity analysis (V = 4.448 km/s)
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The error percentages of the crater volume for the studied cases at V=4.448 km/s are shown in Table 5. The results
confirm those of Figures 3 through 7. These results were, to some extent, expected as the parameters of Table 4 were
for a SiC volume fraction of 35%, while the SiC volume fraction of the MMNC coating was only 6.88%. Hence, lower
elastic modulus and yield stress and higher failure strain were justified. Additionally, the strain rates in this experiment
(105 to 106 s−1) were of a higher order than what was reported in [32] (500 s-1). This led to having two competing
effects on the tangent modulus and failure strain: change of the SiC volume percentage and strain rate.
Table 5. Error in the prediction of the crater volume (V = 4.448 km/s)
Crater Volume Error for Each Input Parameter

Input
parameter
variation

E

PR

SIGY

ETAN

FS

-10%

-2.4%

4.1%

4.8%

-1.6%

10.3%

-5%

5.7%

5.8%

5.8%

2.9%

10.6%

0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

5%

9.2%

8.9%

8.2%

8.9%

4.9%

10%

9.8%

11.6%

9.5%

9.7%

-1.0%

The best parameters (elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio, yield stress, tangent modulus with -10% variation, and failure
strain with +10% variation) were defined as Sets 1-5, Table 6. In addition, Set 6 was defined to include the variations
in Sets 1-5 together. The results of material models of Table 6 were compared with the corresponding experiments at
different velocities, shown in Figure 8. For each set of input parameters, the error increases with increasing the impact
velocity. However, the variation of the errors is fairly low. Sets 2 and 3 slightly overestimate the crater volume and
the overestimation barely increases with the impact velocity. Set 6 predicts the crater volume with the error of 1.0 to
2.3% over the range of velocities. Sets 1, 4 and 5 slightly underestimate the crater volume and the underestimation
increases by increasing the impact velocity. Among Sets 4, 5, and 6, which provided the most accurate results, the
error produced by Set 5 is the most stable one in the range of tested velocities. The average errors on prediction of the
crater volume at different impact velocities has been reduced from +7.4% using the initial model parameters to -1.1%
using the Set 5 parameters.
The impacted coated target plate at V=4.448 km/s is shown in Figure 9. At this velocity, the numerical simulations
showed a relatively small peak along the axis of symmetry which agreed with the hypervelocity tested specimen. In
Figure 10, the overlaid crater profile of Set 5 with experimental cross section at V=4.448 km/s is compared with the
results of the initial model to assess the improvements.
Table 6. Best sets of input parameters
Set
1
2
3
4
5
6

E
Variation
(%)
-10%
0%
0%
0%
0%
-10%

Value
(GPa)
239.4
266
266
266
266
239.4

PR
Variation
Value
(%)
0%
0.31
-10%
0.28
0%
0.31
0%
0.31
0%
0.31
-10%
0.28

SIGY
Variation
Value
(%)
(GPa)
0%
1.256
0%
1.256
-10%
1.130
0%
1.256
0%
1.256
-10%
1.130

ETAN
Variation
Value
(%)
(GPa)
0%
138.9
0%
138.9
0%
138.9
-10%
125
0%
138.9
-10%
125

Variation
(%)
0%
0%
0%
0%
+10%
+10%

FS
Value
0.0059
0.0059
0.0059
0.0059
0.0065
0.0065

Crater Volume Error [%]
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Figure 8. Crater volume error for different impact velocities considering the sets of input parameters of Table 6

Figure 9. Coated target plate impacted at V=4.448 km/s
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Figure 10. Overlaid numerical and experimental cross section figures of (a) Initial baseline SPH model (b) Optimized SPH model (Set 5) at
V=4.448 km/s

4. Conclusion
The Ti/SiC Metal Matrix Nanocomposite coating with 6.88% volume SiC was experimentally proven to enhance
the hypervelocity impact resistance of a Ti-6Al-4V substrate. As the detailed mechanical characterization of the
MMNC coating was unavailable in the literature, the properties of a Ti/SiC MMNC with 35% SiC by volume was
already used as the baseline in SPH simulation. The baseline parameters showed good agreement with the
experimental crater volume measurements, however a specific investigation on the actual coating was considered of
interest in order to improve the accuracy of the numerical prediction. In this study, it was proposed to conduct a singleparameter sensitivity analyses on the bilinear elastic plastic material model parameters to improve the accuracy of the
SPH model in predicting the crater measurements with respect to the experimental results. The parameters of the
bilinear elastic plastic material model were modulus of elasticity, Poisson’s ratio, yield strength, tangent modulus, and
the failure strain. These parameters were varied from -10% to +10% of their respective baseline values. The material
model parameters were then studied in the range of hypervelocity impact experiments (3.9 to 5.2 km/s). The singleparameter sensitivity analyses showed that reducing the modulus of elasticity, Poisson’s ratio, yield strength, and
tangent modulus by 10% while increasing the failure strain by 10% improved the accuracy of the models. All the
above variations were also applied at the same time as another case (called Set 6 herein). Among the studied cases,
reducing the tangent modulus by 10% (called Set 4 herein), increasing the failure strain by 10% (called Set 5 herein)
and Set 6 provided the best results. Among these cases, Set 5 showed the most stable error percentage over the range
of impact velocities (-1.3% to -0.7%). The results showed that the accuracy of SPH modeling of MMNC can be
enhanced in the absence of characterization experiments. It was also seen that the optimized SPH models’ crater
volume were closer to the experimental crater measurements. As an example, the average errors on prediction of the
crater volume at different impact velocities was reduced from +7.4% using the baseline model parameters to -1.1%
using the Set 5 parameters. It was shown that the bilinear elastic plastic material model can be used for modeling the
MMNC coating under elevated strain rates.
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